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He was a writer of snbtlefy
and sensitivity, and he loved
langtdage in all its firms
A;,d how MU ,~a tell me >wn lw+&
Or soy foryou lbat tha SW doraY shrine?
THE PLAYWFCIGHT sits on the hmt Sundeck. his shoulders forward, his head
tilted back, his eyes closed. giving every1hin.g io the song. Wendell Boyle sits at
the piano on the deck above, driving out
great crasXw chords, and Kent Stetson
sings.
Below, in the garde”. a knot &people
stays close to the fire and the cobs of
swet new corn. glasses of wine in their
hands. talking quietly or staring into the
fire or singing along.
This is a c&e for R&hard Goal. who
lived and loved and worked in this reno
vated farmhouse with his wife, the artist
Hilda Woolaough. It is the kind of wake
R&bard would have wanted - a fine
warm party on a crisp August evening in
Rose Valley, Prince Edward Island. a
party that brings together lill kinds of
old friends from the many worlds
R&hard inhabited. Friends in government, friends from the university,

friends from the community. friends
from (above al0 the arts.
Computer artists and curators, poets
and painters, impresarios and editors.
Fiddles and penny-whistles. guitars, the
piano. Barbecued trout, zucchini salad,
shrimp dip, homebaked rolls. Hilda is a
phenomenal cook, and everyone else
brought something. Blueberry buckle.
liver pate, broiled chicken, fresh green
beans, strawberry mousse.
Good stories, laughter, and contmversy. A Capella singing. A little beer and a
bottomless supply of wine. Bats zinging
overhead where hummingbirds llew this
a~?emoon. flowers lit by torchlight, the
dark meen of the smwe trees. and a
small&h moon. _
And eood talk everywhere. flowing
over thg sundecks. down into the garden back into the house.
Rishard would have loved it.
R&hard Go01 was born in London in
1931. He lived in South Africa. attended
school in Scotland, studied in Toronto
and Hamilton, taught in Regina. Jamaica,
Charlottetown. There was a marriage
somewhere that I knew nothing about,
and a dark and lovely daughter I met
briefly in a Charlottetown garde”. There
was his passionate pursuit of Hilda, before whose Mexican studio he once ap
peared still wearing his longjohns from
Regina. Ijust tlwt@t I’d d?vp in, he said.
You bastard, she said later, I could haue
bem in bed with ~mmm~.
But you weren’t, he grinned. And who
could resist such assiduous courtship?
They married; and in 1967 they moved
with Hilda’s children to Charlottetown.
where R&hard taught political science
at the University of P.E.I. There they
were truly at home, and they never
moved again - though they travelled
widely during sabbaticals and vacations,
living at various times in Mexico, the Canary Islands, Europe, India.
They were an enormously generous,
forceful, talented couple, and their impact on their beloved island home was
enduring. Hilda devoted years to the re

vlval of the Island’s handlcmft traditions
and to the establishment of innovative
galleries. ,R&shard founded a newsmagazine, The Square Deal, and a llterary press and sponsored an endless series of visits and public readings for
writers he admired. He taught politics
through the study of literature, eucouraged and published Maritime writers,
criticized and appraised the region’s
artists. implored and hectored and cnioled government agencies for better

arts support.

In 1985. largely at R&hard’s insistence, the univ&ity created a titer-iiresidence position. He the” bombarded
me with letters, phone calls, and messages. Would I come to P.E.I.? For varlous reasons, I was reluctant. but.
R&shard systematically abraded my resistance. In the end I went - and I WSS
glad, too; the year at U.P.E.I. was rl&.
productive, and satisrying.
By then R&hard and Hilda had moved
to an old farmhouse in Rose Valley,
which they renovated themselves - a
home stuffed with their eclectic colleo
tioii of books and works of art, a house
of ComIortable chairs and wood StoVeS,
eascadii plants and a hospitable table.
They added a wing with a’bright, spacious upstairs studiocum-bedroom. and
a deck running halhvay around the setond story. R&hard had largely witbdraw” from university affairs and public
controversies; all he wanted to do, he
said, was to write. and he proposed to
take early retirement on a modest pension to make that possible.
He was a writer of bamque subtlety
and sensltivily, and he loved language in
all its forms - books, plays, poems. lettures, commentaries. polemics, letters,
tabletalk, gossip, anecdote. (His repertoire included a marvellous imitation of a
heavily accented South African munici.pal politician talki.ng about ‘shitty affairs
at the Shitty Council.“) His writing is
marked by a vast range of experience
and perception, and a passionate love of
llle in all its forms. He was no stranger
to racism, and his burning denunciations
of privilege, stupidity. bureaucracy, and
the abuse of power were a joy to his allies and a marvel to his opponents.
At his wake. a friend remarked that we
could “sense” his spirit among us.
‘No.” I said. ‘You wouldn’t have to
sense it. If it’s not talking, it’s not
R&hard.”
But in fact his voice had less range
than it deserved. His complex@, and the
remoteness of his fictional settings South Africa, for instance, in his prize
winning novel Efice and his posthumous

Capetown Coolie - restricted his audience, aa did bll frequent focus on Prince
Edward Island. At his best, he was a
marvelloos stoxyteller. but his failures
were the obverse of his virtues. Sometimes, it seemed, he chiselled bis books
too carefully, sacrificed momentum to
the precision of his detailing, lost the
story in the servics of the voice.
And then he lost his voice altogether.
In the summer of 1988 he was ill, listless

and weak, and in August, Pat Lane-hi
guest - took him to the hospital. He
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had had a stroke. and he would be hospitalized for three months. He came home
for the ThanksgivIng holiday - and four
days later another stroke, much more
severe, simply erased half his brain,
leaving him speechless and paralyaed. In
a Halifax hospital, he hovered for some
days behveen Ille and death.
The doctors thought he would never
leave the hospital. By Christmas. Hilda
had him back in Rose Valley for weekends. A month later he was home to
stay. She built a &foot plywood ramp
from the house to the car and for four
months devoted up to seven hours daily
simply to grepan%g him for the day.
‘R&hard couldn’t speak, but that
didn’t mean he couldn’t communicated
says R&hard’s neighbour and protd&.
the poet Leon Berrouard. R&hard
taught himself to sing without words, entertaining Hilda wltb jam riffs and old
pop songs. Hilda laughs when she recalls how they managed: R&shard, UD
able to remember the location or purpose of elechic liiht switches, wheeling
himself into a darkened room and pointing imperiously upward at the light 6xturs. Hilda carefully reteaching him
how to a&eve the miracle of liiht.
“We had a hvo-ande-half-hour row one
time.” she says. “Can you imagine it?
R&hard couldn’t speak - but the way
lie whipped that wheelchair around expressed smythirrg he wanted to say.”
During those four months, Heinemann accepted Cafietourn Coolie for 1990
puhlieation. while tbe P.E.I. Arts Council
and the provincial government conferred
a special award on R&hard for his aervices to literature. At the reception, saya
Hilda, ‘he roared around the room in hi
wheelchair, wearing his cap - naturally
and getting loads of attention. He
loVea it”
On April 29, R&hard and Hikla went
into Charlottetown with Leon and Karen
Berrouard to attend a screening at the
Confederation Centi of films by Rick
,Hancock, a filmmaker Reeard’had always admired and supported. He was
clearly on the mend, and he conld even
speak a few words. When they got
home, Hikla poured a drink of wine for

the other three, and R&hard mimed that
he wanted one too. No. said Hilda,
you’re not allowed to drink tie. But it
was good red tine, not nameless plonk,
and R&hard was not about to be denied.
‘Oh, come on!” he said, and Hilda
relented.
Next day he suffered a thii stroke,
and tlxy bpth knew he was-dying. They
said their goodbyes. When R&hard
began to choke, Hilda took hbn to hospltal.Hediedinheraims.
“He looked beautiful, absolutely
noble,” Hilda remembers. “He looked
like a prince.” She kIssed hi goodbye.
It was May Day. He was 87.
And now, in August, his friends have
gathered to celebrate R&shard’s completed life, Hilda’s new beginning. To signal
that. Hilda built hvo more sundecks this
summer, and now, as Wendell Boyle
draws chords and melodies from the
piano, Kent Stetson sings, and I look
around. We are all, in a sense, pmti&s:
we have all benetited tirn the affection
and respect that R&shard and Hilda
spread wttb such prodigious liberality.
The fihn script of Kent Stetson’s play, A
Warm Wired irr China, has just reached

second draft. Marc Gallant’s new book
will be published in six countries. The
witers here include Joseph Sherman,
J. J. Steinfeld, Leon Berrouard, Jim
Hornby: young people, many of them,
when R&hard befriended them, writers
who might never have persisted or pub
Iished without R&shard’s faith and
afktion.

I am clad to have his writimz. and I

will return to it often, as a way;f keep

ing his memory fresh and green. But io
the end it is the man. my friend R&hard
Goal, that I mourn and honour: his
courage, his humour, his ceaseless engagement with the burning moral quw
tions of his day. Above all. I honow hls
love for truth and beauty, his devotion to
those who displayed, however modestly,
the creative fire that alone partially redeems the cruelty, blindness, and greed
that mark our species’ passage through
the living whole around us.
*
After R&hard’s cremation, his frfenda
and family drank his favourlte champagne and poured a tot in the water
while they committed his ashes to the
stream that flow by the house in Rose
Valley. That small private ceremony
marked the reunion of hii body wftb the
living whole from which it sprang; but
bis goodness had moved out to enrl& it
low before his bodr flared and
aumIbled.
Kent Stetson sings. We all sing. And
R&hard’s spitit, somewhere, stops talklog, just briefly, to hear us.
- SILVERDONALD CAMERON

Ipsilence is the betrayal of self amI speaking the betrayal
of otkers, what is a writer to do? At the very least,
eke can admit arld examine the problem
unbidden comes and
begins a poem. To speak of tkr w&kwwfs wkick foiled” (from “Ameijoas’?.
When the line came to me. it seemed to
refer to the rhetoric of the mouth, the
voice that makes us feel our self-ness.
That connection behveen “voice” and
“being” Jacques Derrlda derided as the
desire for presence, linear time, and
transcendence. (Unlike writfag, which is
ahvays a doubling, for it articulates diiference. putting our notions of ‘presence” (the effacement of difference) into
radical question).
I thii the mfre means something dll
fewnt to women; we more readily use
the voice as dialogic or polyvocal (the
philosophical work of Lute higaray and
Julia Krlsteva in France, the theoretical
and tictlonal work of Gail Scott in Que
bw. or the poetry of Marlene Nourbese
Philip in Canada, to give some examples). more relational than constitutive
of a univorral meaning or self. The result
for many of us is that we see the voice
not just as articulation of the self, but as
link or thread with those others whom
we inhabit. who inhabit us, who caress
us with their voices and bodies, and the
vzeather in which they came to us. What
rec;onances there are in what we ‘identtfy” as the Voice”! Yet this women’s view
is not the one that has predominated lo a
social order that valorizes the individual.
Still. I think. the voice and self are
constituted and articulated only in relatiun to other “beings” (which could include wheat or trees, these beings). Yet
thwe links we have with each other sre
constrained or covered ovw by habits of
speaking and perception. In poetry,
these habits can result In (for one tbll
a poetry of the observer, by which I
mean the poetic voice observing and
commenting on an external world. I’m
more interested in the mowmm~ of the
linkages or threads than in the observed/observer, polarized at each
“end.” If you conceal these threads betizeen us. setting up and isolating the poetic voice as “observer,” I believe the
resonances are diminished. Certain destructions become possible.
SOMETIUES the

The poetry of the observer can be
written by anybody; all it takes, they say,
is “imagination. freedom of the’ imagination.” But even given this imagination. lf
the voice of the observer ls urqrcstioncd
- the ideology it bears, the values and
culture it canies -what is really being
conveyed? It is said that sob-texts are
stronger than the surface texts or meaning: one subtext here, I believe, is the
dominance of the uoicc-~hat-sgcaks over
that which it observes. However lovingly
the description is accomplished.
The posture of a univocal voice is what
bothers me as well in the poetic inmge.
The base of poetry is the power of images, remember that? But it seems the
image often represses more than it conveys - the expression of one ‘sight;
suppresses contradictory or anti-rhythmic others. In this, to me, is the limitation of the lyric form, and the triumph of
a social order that thrives by exclusion
rather than inclusion. That thrives by
not reflecting contradictions, not questioning the voice’s carrying of ideology,
its authorI& and prlvllege.
But must the desire to write, asks the
character in the East German writer
Christa Wolfs novel The Accident. always be accompanied by destruction?
.the intervening writing process, so
Aked about in the affirmative. always
intervenes in the livesofpeople, persons
who become affected by the writing,
who are bound to feel observed, pinned
down, categmired. misjudged, or worse
still. betrayed. always kept at a distanq.
in any case, for the sake of an appropnate formulation. and for that I know no
other remedy but silence, which trans.
fers the ill from without to within, which
means less consideration for oneself
thsn for others, in other words. self-betrsyal again.
But betrayal of what self? For a
woman. who is offen outside the watchwords (even the word ‘poet” must .be
modified by ‘woman” to include her).
the seams of the construction of a self
are clear. The women whose work inspires me have been looking at those
seams from various angles in their wit-
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ing, and maybe itls in this, in looking at
the seams, at one’s own seams, at the so&J order we’ve internalized, out loud in
the poem, that can help “remedy” (for
there is no ‘rem~ the destruction.
To convey more than it represses. I
thimk the image must double back on itself, exceed tbe visual, the observed: involving the litanous body, perhaps, and
not the visual, or changing the angle or
speed of movement Rxceed the visual?
Perhaps just break through our internal
censoling of the visible. Due to the limited area of visual attentiveness we have,
thanks to the links between
brain/eye/language. From where
springs, as well, the control of the voice,
giving us that sense of presence Derrida
talked about Which is to me simply a IP
pression. a constructing of the self, of
watchwords that fail so many of us:
women, “minorities” (the word its&sup
poses dominance of the speaking voice),
and the poor.
What I can’t 6gure out is why so much
poetry suffers still from a kind of hysterical tilure to see the seams of the construction. Some even return to a formalism (as the editors ‘of the recent
anthology Poets 88. for example, note In
their introduction) unseen in SO years or

more, where the voice is unquestioned
and “the image” comes from the glory of
the “centred” imagination. Without admiting openly the singular voice Cthe
struggle to have our voices heard” aa
one poet told me) bears the silence of
many others. And the alternative is not
the silence of the writer. as Christa
Wolfs character despairs. To borrow
from signs carried by PLWAs &ople
Living with AIDS) at the Montreal International Conference on AIDS: Silence
equals death.
Instead, to write. if we could, consciously, but without betrayal . . : without layering a new “self,” equally pmblematic and unquestioned, over the old.
To speak of the watchwords which failed
is to admit, at least, tbe problem, and to
ask as well what kind of world we will
have at&ward. The imagination is, alas,
not pore, but contains a social structure
in the speaking voice. Admitting andexamining rather thaq defending the position of observer is critical. So that the
poem can go on, and it does: ‘To sgwk of

4hs watchwords whkh

faikd’ and Be

ik

finitasimaf chasm of hope, cut into the
verrhicle.” For beyond tbe watchwords,
and their failure (for they must fail),
hope lies.
- BRIN MOURE
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Tke world has become so &&se in oicr eyes tkat
it is impossiblefir a mere book to imitate it
TRE NATURE of the real is always a matter for argument and it is a pretty good
argument for the pm&e of fiction probably tbe best possible argument for
the practice of fiction.
Robert Kmetsch, our main western
writing hero, said that the fiction makes
us real. We repeat that lovable saw every
chance we get, especially at meetings of
writers and critics Kmetsch wants us to
start there. not to make of hi remark
the summing-up of an argument.
People often quote what appears to be
the Author’s Intention found early in my
novel Bumf?lg Ivoter: ‘speaking together
to make up a history, a real historical fiction.” That was intended to be advice as
to the begimdng of a project called the
witing and reading of that book.
Of course any serious witing is an attempt to investigate tbe real. Rmile Zola
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was hying to do that, John DOS Passes
was trying to do that, and Robert
Kmetsch is t@og to do that Zola invented realism, based on laboratory science,
to do it DOS Paws imitated the munediated camera eye to do it when Kmetscb
has a bunch of loony Canadian prairie
men build a toweling lighthouse made
of ice a thousand miles from the nearest
ocean, he’s after the real.
Now I will tell you who is not after the
real. Writers who write books or t&vision shows with the intention of salis&ing their audiences are not interested in
the real. They are acting out fantasies,
their own fantasies of the Hollywood
writer’s Monte Carlo life aod their audience’s soap opera &moon life. The audience is there. waiting to be fooled.
They name their children after the pecpie in soap operas and drugstore titilla-
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tio” romance paperbacks: Tiffany and
Shaxm. Jessica and Chad.
Still. televlsio” - and all the other information technology in the hands of the
uneducated - has shaken the world of
the serious writer. Realism. for instance,
. is now a heroic, doomed adventure, be
cause the world is so diffuse in OUT eyes
that it is impossible for a mere book to
imitate it The class structure and antagonisms that gave rise to realism are still
there. That world suwlves. But we cull
no lon_ger limit a world and try to rcpre
sent it, to use Henry James’s verb.
So what CM v:e do instead? We can hy
to make a text rather than try%g to rep
resent a world. A text is potentially unlimited. There are only 26 letters in the
English languagg, and sometimes same
of them are redundant. But they can be
combined in what appears to any reasonable mind as an infinite number of
SVUCWS.

Is this playing around. as opposed to
the serious world of Emile Zola? Try to
imagine any complex invention that we
now seem to rely on - the airplane. the
hydroelectric dam. tbe microwave. the
kidney dialysis machine - hy to imagine our making one of them without the
combing of26 letters.
A liction is made in a similar way. Fio
tion as a word was made itself, from

parts in various European languages.
meaning made up. meaning built.
The most real thing in the world is a”
English sentence. l’he hand that signed
the paper felled a city. Writers always
notice very early in their lives the relationship behveen the word sentence as
found in a written text and the word sentenee as found in a wbni”al court When
I used tbe adjective ‘serious” in front of
the word “witef earlier, that ws what I
had in mind. When he commits his
words to paper he is committing serious
ness, as lf he were the judge making her
decision.
People should be as serious when
they are “amini their children. Or building their children.
Some serious readers might wonder
about my talking of potential infinity in
the building of a text. They will say that
we are now bei”g forced to think of the
earth as finite, of its resources as endangered by sprawling. wastefoJ idiots. How
cao someone talk about potential infinity
in a world such as this?
My reply is simple and careful. You
need not hy to represent a finite world
by means of a limited literature. You can
look on your 26 letters as the parts of a
pattern that can be made in time as large
and varied as the universe. It can gmw
in front of you like a new big ba”g. But

you will prove your care aad your seri-

ousnesa doling the application of every
additional letter.
Every additional letter.
If you still want to talk about mime&.
here it is. The care that you desire from
the mortals on this earth. the steps “ec
essary to keep this planet alive. can be
imitated by the writer who knows that
she is at the back edge of a potentially
llmiiless structure &de of letters. Make
a sloppy syllable and it will be in the sys
tern for who knows how long. What is
the half-life of a bad metaphor?
I k”ow that poorly wittexl fiction wlu
disappear under the midden in time. I
know that no one will be reading our
drugstore books with the counter-display b.osoms on the covers in a hundred
years. That is not what I em thinking
about I am thing about the relationship of fiction and the real. I am thinking
this: that person who watches soap op
eras and reads bodice-rippers has already show” a carelessness toward the
ecology of words. Can we expect that
person to take the Amazonian rain forest
seriously?
If you want to write about the Anwonian tin forest to make your point aboqt
reality, all right. Just be careful where
you are lea6 those words, will you?
-GEORGE BOWERNG

So begins Rick Salutin’s brilliant study
of what happened in Canadian politics in 1988
-one of the most emotional, divisive.and
important years in our history.
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DAXU. iiAtJR iiHALSA was 46 when she
died last summer after a four-year
struggle with cancer. She left a legacy
of joy for children, a picture-book
world filled with the vivid sights,
sounds, smells, and colours of her own
childhood territory. Her first storybuok, Tales of o Cantbli#g Grandma.
published in 19%. was an affectionate
portrait of a rebellious grandmother
and the little girl she protected and advised. Five more books appeared in the
next four years. and each in turn was
included in “‘best” lists and nominated
for awards.
N&a was born Marcia Schoenfeld
in Queens. New York City. Her earliest
ambition was to be an artist. Lace the
parents of the unnamed little girl in
Talcs of a Caarlhg Grmdnzo. Dayal’s
parents both worked. and she spent
her days with her grandmother, who
became the greatest influence in the
rhild’s life. When Dayal was eight, her
grandmother - her protector and
friend -died. The loss was traumatic;
st that point, Khalsa considered, her
emotional life was over. She channelled
all her energies into observation and
learning. She read throughthe local library shelves, subject by subject acquiring a vast knowledge of geography
and art history.
She also paid close attention to her
wroundings. and her detailed recol,ections of the social and cultural
noms of the 1950s are powerfully evflent in her books. A close friend and
‘410~ artist, Yvonne Lammerich. has
spoken of her ‘phenomenal memory.
she remembered the slightest details
iom her childhood. Ail her stories are
rue. although they are a bit exaggetat?d. lbe houses, interiors, and streets
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in the 50s and
’60s. The books on the shelves are the
titles Dayal loved, the art on the wails
is the same.”
After utdvershy, Rhaisa became a so
cial worker in New York City, -then
worked as a copywriter in advertising.
Some of her early writing was for literary magazines. She studied art in New
York, and although she was attracted.
to large-scale abstract painting, Dayal
found herself doing small drawings,
the work that would eventually illuo
trate her children’s books.
The pictures for her books were always completed before she began writing the story. Afy Faraily Vncotior
(1988) captured the kitsch of Florida,
then and now. Plastic flamingoes, the
orange HoJo mof. the used-car dealerships, and the tacky motel moms are
portrayed in all their tidi-blown splendour. Her drawings could be as witty
as her conversation, and she liked to
poke fun at revered icons: her cover illustration for I Wmt a Dog (1987) is a
send-up of George Seurat’s Sunday Afternoon on the Isle of La Grande Jatte.”
are exactly as they were
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filled with heavenly hounds at rest on a
hay day. Dayal Raur Rhalsa obviously
remembered what really matters tc
children,” observed Debbie Rogosin,
executive director of the Canadian
Children’s Book Centre. “She had a
child’seye view of what happens in a
child’s world. Her teats are filled with a
warmth that touches both children and
adults.”
In the mid-19708 Marcia Schoenfeid
joined a Sikh ashram and became
hyal Kaur Kbslsa AUhough she had
no children of her own, she tended the
babies and young children during
many summers spent in a Sikh
women’s camp in New Mexico. Her understanding of early childhood and her
desire to rediscover her own family led
her at last to wRing and painting for
children, and the list of Rhaisa titles,
once begun, grew quickly. A child Insomniac dazzled readers in Sleepers
(1988). Mrs. Pelligrino introduced
pizza to the neighbourhood in Herr
PIem Grow to Oar Toaw (1989). and in
tz! (1989) a naughty dog became a
To the many admirers of her work,
Rhalsa was a mysterious, gentle, white
turbaned tigure, an author about whom
they knew little; to those who knew her
well Dayal was a humorous, contemplative, introspective person who sought
the positive influences in life. She loved
country music. mck’n roil, Italian food,
and cowboys. ‘Dayal was inspired by
the American cowboy’s free spirit and
his style,” says Lammerich. In the
spring of 1990 Dayal R&r Rhalsa’s
Cowboy D~sams will be published (by
Tundra, publisher of all her books) as a
fitting tribute to Kbalsa’s passion for
the joy of childhood.
During the final months of Dayai’s
illness, a friend read to her nightly
from her favourlte book, 7%~ Wind in
tka Willows. “She identitied with Toad,”
recalls Lammerich. “He’s the rebel
who does what he wants, but at the
same time he’s the sweet, kind one
who helps others, and he’s honest:
Dayal’s perfect match.”
-uNDAcRAtwELD
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Wky memory work was& all bad
By I. ML Owen
ARcIwlC FOIiMs: The Tories dotb jroks~
too r;wch. “A/OS.” be quotbs. She wad&
not. 0 de&b, wberefiwe art thy sting?
Anyone who wants to use an archaic
form. whether for elevated or (as is
more usual) for humorous effect. really
owht to know what the form stands for.
If you have read Shakespeare or Milton,
or the 1611 Bible, it seems impossible
not to know; yet the examples above are
slighdy adapted from errors I have seen
committed, mostly by well-educated
professional writers, over the last few
months. So perhaps it’s necessary to
give some guidance.
There have been three big changes in
the conjugation of English verbs. We
have dropped tbe second-person singular noon Ibos and the verb forms that
went with it: me now use the plural
forms (sot! . . .) as singular. The old pre
sent and past second-person singular
forms of the verb lo be were Iborc art and
than tiwt or wad, and in other verbs the
second-person forms regularly ended in
-est or -s1: tborr goes& tborr bast, Uosr
hodst. In the third-person present (not in
the past) tense the ending was -etb or 41,
which we have now changed to -s.
Shakespeare wote in the hansitionsl pe
ricd, and could stitch from one form to
the other according to the me& “It blcsSeth him that giuss and him that takes.”
Qr?orh is a curious case; it’s the third-person singular tbrm of the present tease of
the Old English verb cwe#~an. Ito say,”
which otherwise disappeared early from
the laaguge, sod somewhere along the
line qtzotb moved from the present to tbe
past tense. He quotb means “he said.”
and there’s no such form as quok
As for zc1iewXwv, it means %hy,” not
‘where.” I can’t count how many times
I’ve seen one of the most familiar lines
from Roritm crud Juliet misquoted by the
insertion of an extra comma - 0
Rozwo, Rorweo, wherefore art thou,
Romeo? - by people who clearly think
Juliet’s le&g over the balcony wondering where the hell he’s got to. In fsct, of
course, she’s saying wbe&we art tbow

.
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Romeo? - asking why he had to be R
Montagu, Esq., and thus her hereditaxy
enemy.
To revert to the confusion over the old
verb forms, perhaps it!s especially rife
now because people now in their 40s and
younger entered school at a time when
the educators had decided that memorib
ing verse was “rote learning” and therefore by de6nition evil. People in my generation had to memorize regularly, and
once you’ve done that for a dozen years
or so it’s pretty well impossible to get
these thii wrong. Perhaps thii is also
why almost all hosts of CBC music pmgrams give Juliet three syllables instead
of two -Julie Et - which makes it impossible to scan.any line of the play in
which the name occurs: ‘3 is the east,
and Julie Et is the sun.” That is quite off
the point of the written word, bat I’ve
wanted to get it off my chest for a long
time.
AWKWARD CONSIXUCTIONS: Here’s a
good example of the gmmmatically carrect sentence that!s abominable to read,
from the catalogue of last September’s
Festival of Festivals in Toronto: Since #e
de&b of Miwgucbi and Ozu, tbe o&g of
Kwosazoo, Ibe relatioe iu&ivi& of Oshinzo, and wilb the enegtion of Itanri,
Ju&ansrc cinema seems to bsoe lost its
voice. You’d think it would have been
easier to write, for instance: Sirrce Mizogncbi and Oen died asd Kwosawe has
gmzon older, while Oskima bes been less
aclive, Japanese cinema seems to baee
lost ifs voice - except fir the worb of
Rami. That’s a little shorter, and a great
deal easier to read.
ADVERBIAL POSITION: ,I often change
other people’s sentences by moving
their adverbs and adverbial phases to
better positions. Luckily they don’t often
notice, so that I’m not called on to explain. Many times I do it by brute instinct rather than the light of reason; but
I’m still hoping to formulate a principle
and report on it here. In the meantime, I
must pass on to you immediately this

specimen from “Letter from Queen’s
Park,” a communication from my representative in the Ontario legislature., 7
was pleased,” he says, “to participate in
the ReadingTent set up by Frontier College to pmmote literacy ot Qrceenk pork
on Canada Day.” Well, it’s a start, but it
might be still better if our legislators
could be literate every day of the year.
RUN-ON SENTENCES: ‘I don’t koow what
these are. Morton S. Rspp. a frequent
writer of letters to the Globe and Mail,
lately rebuked John Allemang. the
“Word Play’ columnist, for writing:
Being notoriously poor lirtguists, our
tongwe cannot abeays cony out iobat ow
good will intends, but we hy. Dr. Rapp
says: IThe quotation gives us a dangling
participle and a run-on sentence, all in
one. Not bad for a dds work!” Certainly
being is a dangling participle. unless
Allemang means that our tongues are
poor linguists. But whays a run-on sentence. and, if this is one, why is it bad?
Are we not allowed to tack new clauses
onto sentences by means of conjunctions
such a$ and and but? It seems very lbniting. I seek instruction: can anyone enlighten me? q

Don Morrow et ai
From Ned HanIan to the
Dobm inquiry, this
informative account
$acee the development of
our favourite sports.
Paper $P995
Oxford Canada
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Hughes destroyed them.
Though compelling and vivid,
I AU writing the best poems Bitter Fume pmves the impob
of my life: they will make my sibility of giving au ‘objective”
name,” Sylvia Plath comided sumumry of a Ill, especially
in a letter to her mother in one as fraught with contmver-B.C.
October. 1932. She was livbtg sy as Plaths.
in Devon. England. with her
tvzo young children: her marriage to the British poet Ted
Hughes had fallen apart; she TBQUCH One’s Company
was brin_ging forth (at the as (Mosaic. 200 pages, $24.95
tonishing rate of one a day) doth, $12.95 paper) is Cerakl
the dricl poems that would, Lynch’s first collection of
indeed. secure her place in short Action. it is by no means
2Oth-century English litera- the work of au inexperienced
ture. And a few months later, writer. The stories, all set iu
at the age of 30. she would Sarnia. Ontario, are orlgbml.
varied. and delightful. Some
commit suicide.
Anne Stevenson draws on include the same characters,
private correspondence, but these links are loose
Plaib’s journal entries, and a enough to make the book ao
walth of anecdote from aesthetic whole without tumfriends and acquaintauces to ing it into a novel manqu4.
shape Eitter Fame: A Life Underlying the occasionally
of Sylviu Plath (Houghton bleak surface is a good-na>,Bftlin tVikhrg/Penguin). 448
psges. $27.95 cloth). Plath is a the hun.wi condition and au
fascinating subject, a woman irrepressible sense of fun.
\vho laboured to project the The faint aroma of Larry, Darimage of “‘a nice, bright_ gifted ryl, and Darryl adds a layer of
American girl” even while she hilarity (and pathos) to ‘The
wrote of the terribing rage Lumbs,” although the story’s
that lay underneath it (“I have didactic frame should disapa violence in me that is hot as pear. The hvo stories about
death-blood”). Stevenson Wanda and Ronald Stuart,
wiles well. and her insights funny and sad at the same
into Plath’s work are im- time, show insight into human
mensely valuable. But in try- nature confined within the
ing lo redress what she terms bonds of holy matrimony “misunderstandings” about and insight born of those
the poet’s life - chiefly the bonds. “Spice Cake,” wrenchamount of blame for her ingly pathetic, is at the same
breakdovm directed at Iiugh- time unforgettably comic.
es - Stevenson produces an Laughing in the face of death
account that is itself strlkhrgly is not new, hut Gerald Lynch
ow-sidcd. She ackuowledges. mauages to make it seem so.
for instant. that Plath’s later
-LB.
jouruals are unfortunately “no
longer available”: she refrains
0 0 0
from mentioning that Ted
ANGER and violence are never
far below the surface in the
novels and short stories of the
American writer Russell
Banks, and it takes little
provocation to bring them to
the surface. In AEliction (Mc
Clelland & Stewart. 355
pages, 326.95 cloth), Banks’s
sixth novel, the narrator,
Rolfe Whitehouse. traces the
first few weeks of deer-hunt--
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ing season in rural New
Hampshire during which his
brother, Wade, a bitter mtddie-aged alcoholic and divorced father, is finally
pushed over tbe line to acts of
violence and vengeance he
cannot control.
Wade has become a ritgitlve
because of his actions (not
specified until near the end of
the book) and Rolfe is obsessed with learning how the
violence that lurks in the
Whitehouse family surfaced
in him as it had in their father,
another hitter alcoholic who
beat them as children and still
keeps them in a psychological
stranglehold even after his
death.
Through Rolfe, Banks presents Wade to us as a strange
ly familiar creature: proud of
bis skiUs and embmmssed by
his faults, not unaware of his
destiny but powerless to stop
it. Wade is both a convbmlng
social portrait and a mirror of
our secret fears. &Hction is a
hauntingly beautiful novel
that probes with sensitNity
and surprising humour the
ways in which people intllct
pain on themselves and those
they love without ever meaning to.
-li.S.
000
A VARIATION on the theme of
oral history, Thg Parcel
from Chicken Street and
Other Stories (DC Books,
187 pages, $14.95 paper) was
compiled by Fran Ponomarenko from anecdotes and
tales told to her by her friend
Ludmilla Bereshko. ‘and at
times those of other people.”
Bereshko was born in the
Ukraine, “either in 1905 or
1909.” endured ‘the years of
fear and term? there and was
placed in an Austrian forcedlabour camp during the German occupation.-She was
never able to learn what became of her husband and
sons, and after the war she
came to Canada and married
again, “though not legally.”
Her stories are a mbrture of

..m --.:_~. .~.

strong emotions and grim realism. with a dash of high
comedy thrown in. Though
each tends to revolve around
various crises in the Ukrabaian immigrant community living on “Chicken Street” in
Montreal, there is a larger uudercurrent to them as well:
the fearsome history that the
older immigrants share and
from which they are determined to protect their offspring. often with comic results. These are also stories
about survival, for, as
Bereshko ‘herself often said,
*Life is bitter, but one has to
live.”
-P.B.
000
ANN DIAMOND is not a pro
lific short-story writer: her
first collection, Snakebite
(Cormorant, 150 pages,.
$10.95 paper), includes 10 stories written over the last
decade. If this lengthy period
of crystallization has not produced a full array of eponymow gems, it has at least polished them well. Two - tbe
title story and the final one,
“Jupiter’s Trsnsit? - are de&
nitely wxtb the wait
Diamond’s stories all feature women protagonists, and
most are set in Montreal. She
hasagiftforliu~thebaual
and the extraordinary in convbudng ways: a child’s dreams
overlap observations of her
mother’s prejudice, a lesbian
who plans to throw her coffee
cup at the Pope faints and
vomits instead, and then is
given a plastic rose by an onlooker. In tone, Diamond is
morea realist than a magic re
alist, but her mastery of the
basic skill of short stmy construction - kno&ug what to
leave out - allows her to
make the jump between her
generally wry. earthy charac
ters to extraordinary outcomes and epiphanies. She
also se&s some of the telling
paradoxes of contemporary
life: New Age capitalists, for
example, peddling miracle
herbal diets, or Angles hying
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could e localized in the
frontal 1obe of the left hemisphere of the brain seemed to
hi an idea that was both materialistic and insane”) recalls
Christopher Dewdney, who
not coincidentally edited the
book.
This book imagines lan8uage as “the invisible world.”
THE TITLE of Stephen Home’s Language is also a metaphor
Ghost Camps @IeWe& 276 for Iii. Attempts are made to
pages, $24.95 cloth, S14.96 interrelate the problematic
paper) comes from the name body, the relentless mind, the
8iven Assiniboine lodges aban- too-soon-relenting heart. Sex
doned by all but the dead &er recurs, but cannot overcome
a smallpox plague. but the language (a woman who
book extends the idea to in- imagines she is giving the 8ift
clude hvo often voiceless of fellatio is according to the
fringes
of Canada, the north narrator only “building an anWHO AM I? is the underlying
rural west. Home’s tilexical explosion in him”)..
and
the
question asked by many of
purpose
in
these 17 essays is There are undoubtedly brilthe immigrants or children of
liant pa-8 in here, but not
immigrants heard from in clear: to make his readers see much of a sense of humour.
that
a
solid
sense
of
Canadian
Worlds Apa& New ImmiThere are undoubtedly too
grant Voices (Cormorant, culture arises out of under- many arcane words, and too
standing
what
is
usually
seen
430 pages, $14.95 paper),
many loads of learning on the
Milly Chamn’s sequel to her as peripheral to Canadian life, slender back of this particular
past
and
present
In
four
paspopular Eetswu Tat0 Worf& sionate but clear-headed es- poetry camel. Perhaps self-refan oral history of the immi- says about the history of native erentisl and cerebral poetry is
grant experience.
a dead end
Chamn. herself the daogh- Canadians, alone and in relaNature comes and goes.
tion
to
Europeans,
he
destroys
ter of Hun,Tarian-CzechosloIsidore Ducasse makes an ap
rosy
notions
about
both
races.
vakian immigrants, presents
pearance in one section, alinterviews with a dozen other “fhose who trade the painhd though he was more tim in Les
troth
of
their
past
for
the
roimmigrants, most now living
Ctmts d e Maldomr. T h e s e in Montreal. as well as a few mantic myth that sustains pip ries does intens@ towards the
sent
stereotypes,”
he
warns,
short stories, personal remiend of the last book. Perhaps,
niscences, and even a poem “soon tind they have no past at’ like Ducasse (Lautiamont)
all
and
that
is
the
sure
path
on the subject of displaceto colhaal oblivion.” In live es- Whiteman will find his true
ment.
about escape from death readers in a later em. Perhaps
Not surprisingly, despite says
by
“Earth,
Air, Fire and I missed the point. Perhaps it
most of the participants’ re- Water,” and six
-J.O.
about builders was invisible.
peated deckoations of love for and preservers of
their home
Canada, sincerely felt and ex- land, he demonsbates his COD
pressed, there is a certain viction
that ‘citizens are the
mistfu1 ambivalence behind stuff of their
own history.” Pertheir stories.
Most of the reminiscences haps it is vain to hope that IN Running to Paradise
concentrate more on the Gkosi Catnps could make a dii (Little. Brown. 151 pages,
cwld lefi behind, often under ference in the way we see our- $9.95 paper), a reissue of a
painful circumstances, yet selves, but that hope is hard to book that first appeared 25
-LB. years ago, Kildare Dobbs
there is a nagging feeling that suppress.
compresses his life into; a se
no matter how dreadful lie
was in Europe during the war,
quence of vignettes that are
in Ethiopia or Morocco or
often tinny in the sharp but
Turkey as a persecuted. mi- BRUCE WHITRMAN’s extend- comfortable way of illustranority, or China during the ed prose poem - of which tions in an old-fashioned chilCultural Revolution, some- Book I appeared in 1984 - dren’s book. He takes us from
thing vital to the immii~s extends to The Invisible the Ireland of his youth to the
personal identity has been W o r l d I s i n D e c l i n e Royal Navy of 1942, to % hot
sacrificed. In this book (Books II to IV) (Coach day on the river Cam” in the
Charon helps to rescue and House Press, 52 pages, $12.95 summer of 1946, to Africa,
preserve that identity with paper). He writes in repeated and then to Canada. Each
tact and sensitivity. -N.S declarative sentences in a episode is animated by a perstyle that implodes academic son or an event, and each is
essay and erotic apostrophe. presented in a bold, impres
000
His phrasing (“That language siqnistic, and extremely readto define themselves in militantly francophone Quebec.
The limits she still faces sre
a certain flatness of style too many of the stories sound
alike. although their characters and atmospheres differ
- and a rather restricted
range of heroines. Except for
the five-year-old in ‘Snakebite.” the women are uniformly white and in young middle
age. Perhaps working on a
broader spectrum of humanity should be on Diamond’s
next l&year plan.
-J. 0.

.

able slyle. In the e& part of
the book, where Dobbs is obviously s!ruggling with nostalgia, there is a touch of that
horrible thing the “English
homorisr; but by the time he
gets to the Second World War
the toffee and watercolour
side of his prose has disap
peared. He describes a storm
at sea, a man being tlogged in
Africa, the peculiar shame of
being an imperial Big Man,
and then the quite different
shame of being a salesman. At
the close - perhaps because
these brief vignettes have
ended up encapsulating a life
- sadness creeps in. Dobbs
actually says very little about
himself. yet it is remarkable
how vivid - and ultimately
~;yk~lancholy - this short_
-B.S

IF YOU look in the mirror and
bite on a Lifesaver in the
dark, you’ll see flashes of
bluegreen light. This is the
energy released by cleaving
molecular bonds in the sugar
crystal. Wintergreen works
best
In 40 per cent of us, eating
asparagus generates especially pungent urine, but only 10
per cent of us can smell it
When you see snow on
your television, some of the
white flecks are the signature
of photons, particles of light
that have been flitting
through the universe since
the Big Bang. about 15 billion
years ago.
Jay Ingram, host of CBC’s
‘Quirks and Quarks,” pack-
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dues of real estate and food. priority, food ‘has value only
Housing is generaUy dreadful insofar as it cao be traded in
f.Viking. 210 pages, $19.95
and Japanese pay about eight and speculated on.”
cloth) is a bargain pack of 24
times as much as wc do for
This book is really a crieesty. tangy, wonderfully
rice. For all the fabled Orien- tique of the logic of a market
readable short essays on the
tal veneration of age. Thomas economy, and of our coltore’s
oddities beneath the bland
argues that the old are treated reliance on technology to
surface of the commonplace.
cruelly in Japan. So arc pris- solve all its problems. Hence
Most science is so awidly
oners, dissidents, and the we have seed companies that
written that laymen turn
.mentally ill.
develop hybrid plants able to
away, repelled not by the sub
Thomas is almost unrelent- resist the pesticides that they
ject but the form, but Ingram 300 pages. $25.95 cloth), Roy ingly critical. The book also manufacture; irradiation
is a master. Another morsel:
Thomas argues that Japan’s amounts to a well-rosaarched of food (what Kneea calls “a
Midges mate in mid-air. astounding success is part list of shortcomings, informa- technology in need of a marWhile they couple at one end, myth, part illusion.
tive but discouraging. - L J. ket”); and research to prothe female of some species
duce a tomato that doesn’t
O_ne myth_ is Fat Japacese
enjoys a grisly lunch at the workers are loyal drones, hap
winkle and thus has a longer
000
she&life.
other. She inserts her pro- pily committing their entire
boscis in the male’s head and working lives to the good of PITY the poor tomato. Bred
There’s plenty of food for
socks him dry as they fall to benevolent corporations. In for durability (not necessarily serious thought here. althe ground. The male is evi- fact, Thomas insists. mahy are tastiness), gassed so that it though some of Kneen’s alterdently too randy to notice.
natives to the present system
trapped by an intricate system will ~.
ripen on schedule.
the
.
.
This is everyday Iii? - L J. of social controls.
tomato is emblematic of what seem too idealistic - or too
Part of the illusion is that is wrong with the food indus drastic - to be practical.
-B.C.
while Japan is wealthy and try, according to Ftpm Land
powerful, most of.its citizens to Mouth: Understanding
JAPAV has enjoyed tittering. do not share in that aftluence. T h e F o o d S y s t e m ( N C
PrePared by Pat Barclay,
even adulatory, media cover- Since 1948. Japan has been Press, 160 pages, $14.95
Laurel Boons, Barbara
age during the last decade, eb virtually a one-party state paper). Brewster tieen arCarey, Lmwenct? Jacb.wn.
pecially in the business press. ruled by a business clique. goes that agribusiness is not John
Oygkton. h’onnam S&
In Japan. The Blighted Much of the wealth gets only wasteful andiecologicslly
unison, and Bruce .%muin.
Blossom (New Star Books, sucked up in hugely inflated harmful; because profit is its
ages science like candy. The
Science of Everyday Life
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REVIEW ESSAY
I

Canada is not so
muck a comtry as a holding tank filled with
the disgruntled progeny of defeated peoples’
Zet me put it this way.

Ephraim is the first of countless chsracters in this novel to take up the Ha
braic cudgels in one way or another.
by fair means and fool.
Recall, as Richler would have us do,
the words the Lord said unto his
prophet, Jeremiah: ‘I am a father to Israel, and Epbmim is my firstborn . . .
Behold, the day comes, saith the Lord,
that I will sow the house of Israel and
the house of Judah with the seed of
man.”
Ephraim wastes no time io getting
down to itl
. . . When the first evening star ap
peared they saw the little dark men.

OLOMONGURSKYwas here.L.ike
’ Kikoy was. Like Joey Hersh. St
L i Urbaio Street’s avenging horses
mao who tailed the Nazi Joseph Mengele through the South American
wilds, was here. Like a new history of
the tribe of Judah on these shores is
here. Like five pounds of manuscript,
well over 200.000 words, are here, and
you’d best have your notepads at the
ready. This book, entertaining though
it is. summons you to research it as
you read ir
The novel tracks four generations of
empire-building Gurskys, flagging
dovm over a hundred minor and major
characters in the process, as it
leaphgs from the present to that time
when the Inuit presided over the far
north and Sir John Franklin’s 1845
search for a Northwest Passage ended
cith hi ships at freeze in Arctic ice.
Enter Ephraim Gursky. sole sorviwr of the expedition.
First Canadian Jew.
*Dandelions .
..Diiusouthereaod
rid iog the wiod we take root there.”
R
‘Who will sing our songs, Moishe?”
Ricbler has Gitel Kugglemass ask,
windiog down &om her latest shopliiing spree at Holt Renfrew. “Does anybody care about our stories now?”
Fresh from Newgate prison and
blessed with a wondrously original
criminal mind, the indomitable

beating on skin dams. parading their
women before them, to the entry bmnel of Epbraim’s igloo. Epbraim ap
peared. wearing a black silk tophat
and hinged white shawl with vertical
black stripes. Then the little men
stepped forward one by one. thrusting
their women before them. extolling
their merits in an animated manner.
Oblivious of the cold, a young woman
raised her sealskin parka and jiggled
her bare breasts. . . l&ally Ephrsim
pointed at one, nodded at another,
and they quickly scrambled into his
igloo.
Epbraim, Shaman of the North, has
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Duddy Km& and other of this writ-

founded himself a church, and white
settlers vdtnesslng the above spectacle
from their snorvcdin perch atop the
Crosby Hotel have this to say:
‘Well. I’ll be damned.”
%%atevcr them MilIenarlans is it’s
sure as shit a lot more fun than what
we’ve got”
One hundred years later. Inuit arc
still carrying the name - Corsky,
Gurskee. Gurski, Girsky, Goorsky as they entertain visiting British myalty with their throat singing Crather
like dry gsrglii”j, and Ephralm and
his descendants have altered forever
the Canadian mosaic. These descendants, whose stories are interwoven
throughout the novel, come chiefly in
the form of three brothers, Bernard,
Solomon, and Morrie, who vie for control of the massively wealthy liquor
company created out of their bootlegger pmfits during Prohibition.

er’s works. Finncophones - and, un.
demtandably, some feminiits. perhaps
homosexuals, certainly some wcsterners, and Anglo-Montrealers - may
feel the occasional shot of ire as well.
Lewis and Clarke, Fremont hoo ha.
my grandpappy Ephraim was right up
there wlvith them . . . Westmount oy
oey. It doesn’t fool me that they get
into a skirt once a year for the St Andrew’s Ball, pretending they come
from quality and that they didn’t get
the shit kicked out of them at Culloden.
And the Frenchies? The higher one
of them holds his oerfumed nose in
the air the more likely it is that his
great-grandma was a figa ds mi. a little whore shipped over by the khrg so
that she could marry a soldier’and
have twenty-five kids before she was
forty To this day you know what a
French-Canadian family gives the
daughter for a wedding present she’s
only sixteen years old? Hold on to
your hat, fella. They send her to a
dentist to have all her teeth yanked
out.. . Well the Gurskys didn’t come
here steerage fleeing from some
drecky &tell. My family was established here before Canada even be
came a country.
. . . Every family has a cmss to bear,
a skeleton in the closet, that’s Iife.
Eleanor Roosevelt, she’s been to our
house, you know. Couldn’t her father
afford a dentist? Her teeth. Oy wy.
Her people were in the opium trade in
China, but you woukin’t read that in
l7zc Ladies' Horns Journal or wherever
she wrote “My Day.” Joe Kennedy
was a whoremaster from day one and
he swindled Gloria Swanson. but they
never sang about that in Camelot.
Take King George V even, an OBE
was too good for me. One of his sons
was a hopeless drunk, another was a
bum-fucker and a drug addict, and
‘that dumbbell the Duke of Windsor
he threw in tbe sponge for a tart. You
want the Duke and Duchess for a
charity ball. you rent them like a tux
from TipTop.
This is that coarse, brusque; dynamo Bernard talking, head man at
McTavlsh Distillers, as he staves off
heart attacks, contends with the manipulations of his viper son (“that puta,
Lionel’) - as he grapples with and
maligns his dead brother Solomon
tEphraim’s chosen one), and combats
mysterious company takeover attempts from Zurich.
“I’m going to die, Miss 0,” he says

Let me put it this way. Canada is not
so much a country as a holding tank
tilled wltb the disgruntled progeny of
defeated peoples. French-Canadians
consumed by self-pity: the descendants of Scats who ged the Duke of
Cumberland; Irish the famine; and
Jews, the Bkick Hundreds. Then there
are the peasants from the Ukraine,
Poland. Italy and Greece, convenient
to grow wheat and dig out the ore and
wing the hammers and run the
restaurants. but otherwise to be kept
in their place. Most of us are still huddled tight lo the border, loaklng into
the candy store wIndow, scared by the
Amerlcsos on one side and the bush
on the other. And now that we are
here, prospering, we do our damn
best to exclude more ill-bred newcorners. because they remind us of our
own mean origins in the draper’s shop
in Inverness or tbe slrtctl or the bog.
Is the Department of Immigration
listening? Readers of Co.&sare, of The
AP~rcuficcrffip ofDaddy Xrauitz, of the
masterful St. Urba~ak Hur8eomu. im
patient with thll writer’s absence from
the novel scene since the 1983 Joshtto
Thw n;ld Now. need not worry that
the caustic satirist, the iconoclastic diviner, the storyteller as social critic, as
moralist with a skeet-shooter’s eye,
here in this, his most Canadian novel,
has lost either edge or alp.
Nor. for that matter, has he abandoned his bred-in-the-bone compulsion for irreverent character portrayals that discomfit some in the Jewish
community or bestir discussions of
anti-Semitism, as happened with
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to his secretary, Miss O’Brien.
‘Would you like me to do your wee
nie now?”
Or consider the world from the
point of view of the novel’s one honest
man, Bert Smith, who, as a young
liquor agent for Ottnwa. rctirsed to be
bought off by the booze-running
Gurskys and spends the balance of his
life yearning for the scale of justice to
right itself.
He did not have to worry about Jaws.
on the street that he lived on in lowest
Westmount,. just this side of the rallroad tracks. The street of peeling
morning houses with rotting. lopsided
porches was altogether too poor for
that lot Even so. there was no sbortage of trash. Noisy Greek inunlgrsnts
cultivating tomato plants in rockbsrd
back yards. Swarthy, fart-filled Italians. Forlorn French-Canadian factory
girls splllidg over $4.99 plastic chairs
fmm Miracle Mart, yammering to .
each other. West Indians with that arrogant stride that made you want to
belt them one. Polacks, Portuguese.
“Happily . . . we will not live long
enough to see Canada become a mongrel&d country.”
.
Is Immigration listening?
“The concern, deeply felt,” Rlchlk
writes, wickedly concluding this paamong&iid
naturally to Smith, an Anglo-Saxon
westerner, born and bred.” This being
a statement that lines up with
Solomon’s earlier observatIon:%is
country had no tap root. Instead
there’s Bert Smith. The very essence.”
“If Canada had a soul,” muses another character, “. . . then it wasn’t to be
found in Batoche or the Plains of Abra
ham or Fort Walsh or Charlottetown
or Parlllent Hill, but in the Caboose
and thousands of bars lie it that knit
the country together from Peggy’s
Cove, Nova Scotia, to tbe far side of
Vancouver Island.” Rlchler’s fiction
has ahvays shown the author’s fondness for boozy personalities, and in
Solomon CunRy he has gone to the
source ln composing a narrative about
the family that created a sprawling financial empire out of its bootlegger
origins. How much tbe novel borrows
from the famous Bronfman family,
which in real lie is often reputed to
have done the same, will be a topic up
for grabs, though there arc some surface similarities - the Russian orlpins, early hotel and real estata invcst-
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ments in the west, energetic
and soon the inspector took to calling
them ldkelehs’ and fitialiy ‘k&s.’ ”
marketing of spirits during Prohibition
years, squabbles within the family for
The key reference here is the
control, to name just a few.
Mencken
one, for we have previously
Hanging out in the Caboose, when
seen
Solomon
exchanging witticisms,
he isn’t in Yellowknii or such polar and being photographed,
with Menckoutposts as Tulugaqtitut (Ephraim’s
en;
Sir
Hyman,
who
comes
his
old stomping ground), or in England .own ancestry, has looped overwith
hi
arm
or Montreal, or dug in at his favoured Solomon’s old malacca cane. Is Sir
cabin overlooking Lake Memphremathen Solomon in disguise, havgog in the Eastern Townships - Hymao
ing
found
his revenge? Is his the mys
wherever his obsession takes him - terious Zurich
out to take over
is Moses Berger, the alcoholic intel- McTavish? Theinterest
alert
reader
will tumlectual whom Richler has chosen to ble to this, though Richler plays
out
hold together this strong-out novel.
the
suing.
Over
the
three
quarters
of
In chapter two, we meet Moses, the
the
novel
yet
to
come,
Richler
sugson of an arrogant, failed Montreal
gests a good deal about Sir Hyman,
poet who had sold his soul to Bernard
much of it in a playful vein not to be
Gursky. Moses is searching his cabin
taken too seriously - Who made the
for his favourite fishing fly and
last
call to Marilyn? Who erased the 16
dcylling on the Gurskys, and particu- minutes
in Nixon’s Watergate tape? larly on Solomon, whose exploits but by the
end Sir Hyman’s works sre
Moses has been tracking since the
to
be
seen
in much the same way we
age of 11. when his father to-ok him to viewed those
of St. U~boin’s Joey
a Gursky child’s birthday party. By Her&, the Avenging Horseman. The
novel’s end. when Moses finds his fly,
idea, though it is not dramatically renhe has illuminated much of the myo
dered to the extent one might wish,
tery surrounding Solomon’s lie and imparts a new strength to the narraraised the curtain on a man not con- tive of Solmnpr Gursky Was Here and
tent to live just once. ‘Living twice,
elevates the novel’s worth another
maybe three times, is the best re- notch or hvo. Sir Hyman, we learn. se
venge,” goes the book’s epigraph, and
cretly provided an air force for the
it is this idea that gives Richler some newly proclaimed state of Israel. Near
of his best fun.
the close of the novel. living yet anothIn 1956, in Oxford on a Rhodes
er time fhii four61 incarnation, by my
Scholarship, in Blackwell’s bookshop, count). Solomon, now in his 80s. is
Moses has this exchange with a man funding and organizing the raid on Ennamed Sir Hyman Eaplansky (in ap tebbe to free a planeload of Israeli
propriating this name Richler is likely hostages hijacked by the Popular
espressing an appreciation for Front for the Liberation of Palestine.
Leonard Q. Ross’s 7% Education of
The bootlegger has come a long
yppm aa *$, *K*= ** *l*@ *,t)):
way, and altogether atoned for what
“I road your essay on Yrddish etywas unsavoury in his past - though a
mology in E~~otrrttw.” he [Sir Hymanj
certain integrity, and loyalty to his
said. “BxceUenf I thought”
people, was ingrained at the start.
?hank you.”
While Bernard and his sleazy sideSo I hope you won’t take offence if
kick, Harvey Schwark (“who .never
I point out a small error. I fear you
met a rich man he didn’t like”). were
missed the mark oo the origin of
addii new labels to McTavish booze,
‘like.’ Mind you, so did Partridge,
Solomon had a cot in his office and his
who cites 1935 as the year of its first
ear to the short wave. As Hitler strode
usage in English. As I’m sure you
over
Europe, Solomon was petitioning
know, Mencken mentioned it as early
Ottawa
on behalf of the Jews and buyas 1919 in hisllawiruu Laagkagc.”
ing
land
in the Laurentians where the
“I thought I said as much.”
refugees
might settle. “- Unsavory,
“Yes But you suggest the word was
shifty-eyed little strangers,” in the
introduced by German Jews as a pejoopinion of Bernard. ‘What are we buyrative term for immigrants from the
ing?”
sI~&ti, because so many of their names
“Eikes,” Solomon replies.
ended in ‘s!# or ‘ski.’ Hence ‘ky-MS’
There you have it: Mchler as offendand then ‘kikes.’ Actually the word
er and defender of the faith. Richler
originated on Eilis Island. where iilitm out new territory, but not yet
crates wre asked to sign entry fomts
with an ‘K This the Jews refused to
stabling the reliable horse. It!s good to
do. makktg a circle or a ?dkel’ instead,
have him back. q
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WORK I/U PROGRESS

when I met you it was as if
I was living in a house by the sea.
Waves sprayed the windows,
slapped the wooden steps.
Yet I opened tbe door
and a white horse stood there.
He walked through the rooms,
swinging his head from side to side,
his hooves leaving half moons
of sand on the floor.

.

or drags seaweed Tom tbe shore,

ankles feathered, great hooves wide as platters.
He wasn’t you,
that didn’t matter. He looked at me
and we knew each other. That night
I wanted to live. I wanted
to live in a house where the door
swings on hinges smooth as the sea
and a white horse stands,
walling for a sign.

Make what you will of this. This was
the most natural thing I’ve ever done,
opening the door, moving aside
for the horse to come in.

Come in. I said,
and that was the start of it,
the horse, the light, the electric air.
Somewhere you were walking toward me,
the door to my Iii swinging open,
the sea, the sea and its riderless horse
waiting to come in.

Not that you were he. He was simply
a horse, nothing more,
tbe gentle tind that pulls a wagon

e messages they want to leave
Across the blue of flax it writes
tke eqwarimity of bones,

across the yard, between house and barn,.

who’d rather spend time in the kitchen
than on his parapet of clouds
thinks this is a grocery list
she left for him. He sends
a seraph to find each item,
though he knows the& nothing in heaven
with a cloven hoof or mad gold eyes.

the optic ofem. Scholars Tom the university,’ Tomorrow, he thinks, I’ll tell

rabbis and monks arrive with heavy tomes
of explication, computer codes and charts.
As they set up their tents underneath
the power lines the magpie drags its tail,
ispterstices of sorrow. This must be
one of the meater wds.
they all ag&, he ii so &yptic.

Magpie these words.

They can fill a head with wonder.
So full of import and such sweet intent,
a whole life unfolding
in the sounds they make.
Take the first word
custard.

In heaven hi wife the sparrow
walks across her breadboard
on tiny feet. In the flow
her tracks say C&I&,
bisnttt. goat’s milk. The god,
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Wbo baked it?
he must ask his wife.
Who ate it?
Was it good?
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n at city half the people turned into typewiters
JIth

and the other half into lypists. No one had a choice,
you just woke up and there you were, one or the
other.
The ones who underwent the most radical
transformation
(the typewiters, of course) went to their beds
with the others as cbmoanions. sweet nurses of
keyboards.
of the double space, of margins and tabs. Heads on
pillows.
the typewiters who had lost the art of speaking,
opened their mouths and curled back their lips
like a dog just before he bites. The typists
struck the keys of teeth, their fingers following
a pattern the mouths seemed to dictate in a secret
language that spoke only to the typists’ hands.
0 vzhat stories those rewriters had to tell!
What alphabets of misery rose Tom the bowels,
what veins of laughter, what dictionaries of sorrow
spilled from the wombs, the scrotums, what
tenderness
the eyes had to sing. Even the youngest typewriter
on earth only a few days, had so much tenderness to
tell
the typists could get no sleep. Faithful to the end,
fingers worn, one by one they all dropped dead
from exhaustion. no one left but the typewriters
lying still and mute in their beds. Mouths hanging
open, they dreamed commas, exclamation points,
apostrophes,
they dreamed enough quotation marks
to surround every word
ever said.

‘.

He tells my mother
last night he dreamed of dying.
Did you meet anyone you know? she asks.
No, he said. He only made it halfway there.

:

!.

She is trying not to hold him
back, she unwinds from his hands,
turning her ring three times as she leaves
his mom. as ifa charm will let him go,
transfo~ the man she knows into a bii
making its way by stars
or a salmon that knows
in its fine articulation of bones
where the stream will lead.
Poor human flesh,
so lost and wandering. Halfway there
a bird will push its small heart
through a cloudy sky, only the Dog Star
breaking through. Impatient, my father
tries to remember what his tlesh
must know, the ancient map of stars,
tongues of water speaking
the gravel of his spawning bed.
Mother, knowing he is gone
from the place her body made for him,
wishes she could dream aman
of fins and feathers.
Alone in their double bed,
asleep under stars, she tams
_.
and turns her ring.
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Bzfore the milwa~ wwo btiilt, what tooh the
p l a c e ofstations i n p e o p l e ’ s d r e a m s ?

-John Berger
sonday morning, seven a.m. Already
there are tracks in the snow.
a calligraphy of cats
traced in the alley. Their blue
ideograms read like a Chinese text,
up and down. ‘With a small hroom
I sweep the windshield.
I am driving to the station,
meeting a train.

At the place where she is going
a cat walks across the yard,
placing its hack paws precisely
where the front have been:
A man who could be my father
sweeps the steps with ao old curling bmom.
his name printed on the handle.

By the time he has finished,
the top step is filled with snow.
On the platform I want my mother to be there, He sweeps and sweeps
as she was. standing with trvo loaves of bread for he knows my mother has no boots.
in a bmwn bag, a suitcase with a broken lock When she anives she’ll be wearing
at her feet I want her to have come
a velvetbat, and on her feet
from a different country, to have crossed
her wedding shoes.
all thls snow. the train pulling her further
into winter and another time.
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N$a~~d;tmry -d;bdaF nalionale

- F’hyllis Webb
~hecawofacrowandonehorse
neighing. Beyond the row of pines
the sound of a truck
turning distance
into something you cao hear.
A thirteen-striped ground squirrel
moves low to the earth. the meadow’s
little monk, illuminator
of grassy texts. Now I am
neither man nor womsn, only
another sound the wind picks up
on its journey to the sea.
Iphigenia. waiting.
The crow calls its shadow
from the trees as it sails past
Inside each blade of grass,
inside each word. I can hear
one heart beating.
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THERE’S MORE TO THE STORY . . .
.WIM
READ UP ON IT
Participate in this national campaign to
promote books written and published by
Canadians and watch for the READ UP
DN lTannouncements on CBC television
A project of the National Library of Canada
and the CBC television network

Td
o ay we clean the windows for Caroline
though she’ll never know, lying in
her hospital bed, small, wizened child
of forty-seven: ancient, embryonic.
This morning the light was so brilliant
(water or air?) it floated the house. Almost
too much to hold in the eye. (Caroline’s eyes drugged, rolled back, as if

For further information write to:
READ UP ON IT
National Library of Canada
395 Wellington Street
Ottawa, Ontario
KlA ON4

she looked inside, saw the mad
cells growing.) In this morning’s liiht
anythins could have happened,
proclaimed itself: an Angel of Death
or Mercy. A fox-priest A thunderbird
with lightning io ita beak. Only
the neighbow’s cat, mev&g on the steps,
wanting to be fed, his orange fur
a planet the sir turns around. luminous
moons with no edges, no end. It is
a good day to die. To clean the windows.
Water in a blue bucket The smell of vinegar
on our hands. Everything that makes us
human, makes us animal, makes us want to live,
presses against the cold glass
looking out or in.
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ForandAgainstL%moauqy

By Duugl6e Reimw

edited by Marc Raboy and

Doug R&n&s Brst eoUection d

short stories adds a compelltng
v&x to new Mennontte
wriung. set on the prairies
many are coming-of-age
stcllies. tith cha3acters slluggling to make sense of a world
skewed by smaU-town values
and ideologtcal pressures.
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@§imon & Pierre Publishing Co. Ltd.
mlMunc?s he 14th &ion of
the Canadian Book Review Annual
with 1050 original mriews of Can&m tided
in 5 ~disciplines. 40 subject areu
by 400 specialit raviewexs amoss the coumy
complete with full bibliographic data

This is

the Canadian Bobk Review Annual 19811
* valuable hirlorical reference mm-$2 retleuing
Ihe growth of Cansdina trade pub&J&.

the first book about Cardinal and his

work and reveals his human ditiensioiu and

architectural evolution. Cardinal’s own
writings complete the study of this remark;
able Canadian.
150 black snd whkc and 16 folour
pholqnphs $29.95 pnpcrbrck,
$44.95 cloth, 160 pqcs, 12” x 9’
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cell or write for furlher infamalial:

@Simon 8r Pierre Publishing Co. Ltd.
8115 Daofc& Ave., SW.. 404. Tommo. Onr M4J. 1JJ
Telephone (416)463-0313; Fax (416) 4634155
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DEAREST
E&&lLIE
D. Kern Holoman
The embodiment of Romanticism in the
mid-19th century, Hector Berlioz lived the

m Brahms to Wagner,
13 halftones, 160 mu&al examples/ cloth
flwlfarci UniverSity Press
79 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138

The love letters of
Sir Wilfred Lxuwier
to Madame Emilie
Luuergne.
A romantic love
&air of a hundred years ago glow in these
forty letters of unsurpassed freshness and
charm. $24.95 l-55021-056-4.

INTERVIEW

Gmadiam see me through a fog of misunderstanding. . .
1 did hope that afier a while people would see that I was wearing a disgtiise. I’m not the phantom
of the opera. I%3 a real person’

I

KVING LAYTON’s first book, Here

and Ab’os, was published in 1945.
His most recenL W&f Gaoss6erries:
The Selected Lett& of Irving Layton
(edited by Francis Mansbridge). was
published last month by Macmillan. In
between, over the years, there have
been more than 40 books - poetry,
essays, polemic. autobiography, including d Red Carpet for the Sun
(1959). A WiId Peculiar Joy: Selected
Poems 19451982 (1982). and Waiting
fir the dhsk.zh (1985.). The poet and
public literary figure is well known: either reviled or applauded, dependiig
on the phase and ihe critic Less common currency, perhaps, is the man behind the mask, the disguise that, as
Layton &ely admits, he himself created. Recently, on a cheerful autumn
morning over cigars, coffee, and
cognac at the Montreal home he
shares with his wife, Anna, Irving Layton talked to David Homel about his
life. not only as a poet, but as a teacher
and a social and religious thinker.

I’ve had the opportunity to observe
what’s happened to the Jewish ghetto
- the Jewish communibr. There rb a
change, there is a difference. The
older generation, myself and A. M.
Klein for example, was very much influenced by the idea of a Jewish community. Our interests were much
broader, and there was a radical element Socialist ideas, the international
Ladies Garment Workers, all came out
of that That radical element is gone.
Stalin took care of that Now, the focus
is on Israel. There has been a great
narrowirrg of interests, and thacs re
fleeted in Jewish writers in Canada

Dfic: l%?ht do yurr tlzink is the fnte of
tke post&&o Jewish writer? Youngor
Jeleisk witws are f&cd with a set of
themes that are quite dif/ereat from the
oxs pn and your contempomries keva
dealt with. Do yororc tkitik they kave tlae
fire of their predecessor?
Imiq+ytourItaughtatHeraliah,a
Jews hrgh school, for about 10 years.
Then I taught at the Jewish Public Library. I come out of this milieu, and
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and the United States. The old iutemaiionalism, the old idealism. the humanism that Jews had emphasized for
many yebrs - that emphasis is gone.
The emphasis now is on survivai, and
that means the future of Israel and the
fate of the Jews in liiht of the Holocaust In my time as a teacher, I saw
that the Jewish students did not have
that intellectual curiosiiy and zest they
used to be known for.
BiC: l%ere’s a kind of mou*nfrclness
among some Jewisk atiters about tksir
oum seculasieation, about how thdy’ve
lost the power and nourishment of the
old imagety.
Layton: They’ve lost more than the
imagery; they’ve lost their Biblical
mom.
BiC: At one point you had an inter&
in reclaiming Jesus for the Jews. Is tkat
som~~hingyou still think about?
Layton: Of course, though not with
the same fervour. I’m not a born-n
Christian, after all! But Jesus was a
Hebrew prophet If it weren’t for St
Paul and the twist he gave to Jesus’
teachings, his teachings would have
been acknowledged as completely Hebraic. Jesus was not a Christian; he
was a Jew. Everydung he taught came
strictly out of Judaism. Jesus never
said anything that you wouldn’t fiod in
the other Hebrew prophets. If it
weren’t for St. Paul. . .
J3iC: In much of your work, you talk
about Jews and Gentiles. Do you Rave .
any more tkoughts on that conpict?
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Layton: Along with wanting to reclaim
Jesus for the Jews, the other thing I
wanted to do was to call the Gentiles
to repentance. That’s part of my Hebrew heritage; tbags what Jesus and
the other Hebrew prophets tried to do.
They wanted to bring the guilty and
the not-so-innocent to ao awareness of
what they had done. For me, the cardinal sin, the crime of our epoch, is the
Holocaust. This was deliberate murder: it was not war. I wanted to call the
Gentiles to sn awareness that this had
been aone not only by the Germans,
but by all those who stood by impas
sively, including the United States and
Canada. The story is too well known
now for me to have to repeat it

EiG: All writere, and perhaps more
poets thaiz fictioir to&x, have a public
peremu, sod much hae beeu made o f
yam A pzrblic persona has Mary uee&
0;~s caz be imxic abont it, or 088 cati
believe iv it coi~rpktely. Or both.

Layton: My persona is a disguise I
adopted many years ago when I tirst
realized that the poet didn’t count in
our society. There’s room for everyone else in society but the poet He’s
an outsider, there’s no connection be
tween him and society. I realiid that
even lf I wrote great poems, I wouldn’t

________..

change that a bit - I’d still be an outsider, and somewhat ridiculous in the
eyes of hard-working people intent on
raising a family and holding down a
job and making money. But I did not
want to be consigned to that position. I
was determined to make people aware
that there was a poet in their midst.
They would not realize that’even lf I
wrote the greatest sonnets in the
world. But if I did something ridiculous, if I lowered my pants at the corner of saint Catherine and Peel, then
they’d notice me. Once I had their attention, maybe I could get them to
read some of my poems. And it
worked quite effectively.

BiC: But now yo+ dosz’t need that
image (IS much or at all - or does a
poet always need it?

Layton: Now I don’t need it; I’m
known in this country. That has a
good and an annoying side. of course.
BiC: Soyourdiegniee too&&
&%un: It certainly worked insofar as

_.

--____..._~

poetry. There’s David Solway, a considerable younger poet. and Michael
Harris. And Peter Van Toorn and
Anne Cimon and the Nooeo Maehess

boys.
BE: Yosr’ve done II +t of teacking. Ob
viorc)ily, you’re not one of those poets
who believe that poetry and the claee-

_

mom don? mix.
Layton: I’ve been a teacher for as long
as I’ve been a ooet There’s no contradiction, though I won’t generalize.
Some poets like Leonard Cohen and
Al Purdy just couldn’t make it as
teachers. I happen to be something of
a ham, and I happen to be didactic by
nature. I like instructing. I get a pleasure &om givbrg people information.

BiC: Reading thmrrgh purr 1977 New
Directions collection, I realized I was
readirPg rhymed poeby, and that I hardty knew how to do that arqy mom. It
taks a kind of ear, and sys, tkat we’ve
lost. perhaps. Wht happened to rhyme?
Layton: After Walt Whitman, there

was a great change toward writing in
as conversational a style as possible.
And when you’re speaking, you don’t
spontaneously burst into rhyme. Nelther do you in modern poetry. Rhyme
is one of the curlicues that fell by the
wayside.
BiC: But you did mite tiymeipoeby.

it made not only me as a poet, but po- Iayton: I did because it came naturaletry in general, known. I put Canadian ly. A&r all, I’m one of thP older generpoetry on the map by putting myself ation. I was aware of Whitman and
on the map. I made the Canadian pub liked him a great deal as a poet, but I
lie aware that there were poets in their wasn’t prepared to throw everything
midst. If you had been here Xl or 40 out That was one of my qusrrels with
years ago, a poet meant less than noth- William Carlos Williams, who wrote a
ing. Less than horse manure, if you very kind introduction for my Imdon’t mind my saying. I remember pmoed Birzoculars. I nastily wrote hi
seeing all of A M. Klein’s books re- - and I’m sorry I did that, I didn’t
malndered. You’d be lucky to sell 50 knonr he’d just had his fourth stroke
copies. The same was true of Frank - that while I liked him as a man and
Scott and all the other poets. I was de- for what he had done for poetry, there
termined to change that. Especially wasn’t much music in his work. I look
because I happen to believe that poet- for music, and I also look for metary is the health and sanity of any com- physics ln poetry. I look for thought
munity. I’m very fanatical about the The great emphasis lo American poetplace of poetry ln any healthy society. ry and writing is experience, not reI was determined to take strong mea- flection or thought. l’d been’ brought
up on John Donne and Wordsworth
sures. And it worked.
BiC: You talk about Mein and Scoti and Shelley, and they valued reflecThose must have been heady days in tion, and so do I. That’s what I wrote
him. The same argument went on in
Canadian poetry.
Layton: Montreal was where modem my correspondence with Robert Creepoetry was born, with people like ley. Those letters sre in Indng Layton
Frank Scott and Louis Dudek and aad Robert Creeley: The Complete COTJohn Sutherland labouring in God’s respondence. which is going to be pub
lished by McGill-Queen’s Press.
vineyard to make it happen.
EtiC: What about the wtithzgecens here BiC: So it was no “No ideas but in
today - V we ca~ avoid ma&g easy
compatiotis between then and now?
&ton: Montreal is still a centre for

_

tkinge”fo*you?
Lwtmx That limits the scooe of ideas
byme. I don’t know if you know the

whole story, but I was adopted by the
Black Mountain boys. Creeley was the
first one to publish me - an American, not a Canadian. That’ll never be
forgotten! Charles Olson wrote me 10
or 15 letters. and I wrote back, and
now Ted Hunter at Simon Fraser University has brought out that corre-
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